A method for (nearly) interaction-free measurement (IFM) speci es the design of a quantum optical sensing system that is able to determine with arbitrarily high likelihood if an obstructing body has been inserted into the system, without moving or modifying its optical components, and uses at most an arbitrarily small multiplicative factor of the input intensity to do the sensing when the obstructing body is present. Kwiat, et al KWZ 95] have given a method for IFM. We give a precise mathematical formulation of IFM and as an example, use this formulation to specify the IFM method of KWZ 95].
Introduction

Quantum Sensing Systems
A (quantum optical) sensing system is a quantum optical system that is able to determine if an obstructing body has been inserted into the system, without moving or modifying the optical components (e.g., components such as mirrors and lenses) during sensing. If the obstructing body has been inserted into the system, then it is always inserted in the same way, forming obstructions in the same locations. Such a sensing system should be explicitly speci ed by providing unitary matrices (which may be in nite dimensional) de ning the unique unitary transformations done by the sequence of individual quantum optic components comprising the sensing system. For any ; 0 ; 1 > 0 where 0 < 0 and 0 < ; 1 < 1; let an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system be a quantum optical sensing system that provides output that determines, with likelihood 1 ? , if an obstructing body has been inserted into the system, and furthermore, if the obstructing body is not present uses at most a multiplicative factor 0 of the input intensity to do sensing (note that 0 may be above 1 if repeated sensing is done when the obstructing body is not present), and otherwise if the obstructing body is present, sends at most a multiplicative factor 1 of the input intensity into the obstructing body.
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I/O Bandwidth Applications of Quantum Sensing
The recent interest in quantum e ects by computer scientists has centered on the use of quantum parallelism for cryptography (see BBE 92] for a survey) to quickly solve problems (e.g., factoring large numbers S 94, S 94]) otherwise considered intractable in conventional models of computation. However, the existence of a device for IFS may have major applications in computer science that would conceivably outstrip even those quantum computing applications. The I/O bandwidth is a critical issue for many computer systems, including:
memory systems, such as for disk and tape drives, pad-limited VLSI systems, communication systems on bandwidth limited parallel networks. For I/O bandwidth applications, we can associate 1 with the case where the obstructing body is present and associate 0 with the case where the obstructing body is not present. The I/O bandwidth is determined by the total amplitude of the sensed bits, where the cost of sensing a bit is charged the same, whether or not it is 0 or 1. Since IFM provides only bounds on the sensing used to detect 1 but provides no bound on the sensing used to detect 0, IFM does not seem to be useful for decreasing I/O bandwidth. Thus there remained the question of designing a sensing system with also small 0 .
A method for (nearly) interaction-free sensing (IFS) speci es the design of an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system for arbitrarily small ; 0 ; 1 > 0. A quantum optical method for IFS may be used to do I/O, where the receiver uses the sensing system to obtain the data from the sender. As discussed at the end of Section 4, IFS allows reduction of the bandwidth by a multiplicative factor of max( 0 ; 1 ) of the bandwidth required for conventional methods (i.e., without using quantum e ects) for optical or electronic I/O.
Our Results
We provide a precise mathematical de nition of a quantum sensing system, specifying how the sequence of unitary transformations, corresponding to optical components and sensing, are to be composed (the previous papers on IFM did not do this explicitly), and so formulate the IFM and IFS problems in mathematical terms. As an example, we brie y explain how the experimental quantum optical system of KWZ 95] for IFM can be described in our mathematical formulation for a quantum sensing system, and further explain why it is not a IFS system. Our paper resolves the question of existence of IFS by a proof that there is no ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system using unitary transformations (which may be in nite dimensional), if 0 < min(1;( p 1? ? p ) 2 ) 2 : This condition holds for any given < 1=2 and su ciently small 0 ; so there is no method for IFS with unitary transformations. This is one of relatively few known proofs of the non-existence of a class of quantum devices (e.g., for instantaneous communication and EPR). The only known previous negative result relevant to computational I/O bandwidth was that of Holevo H97] (also see Fuchs and Caves FC94] ), who proved that quantum methods can not increase the bandwidth for transmission of classical information.
We use an interesting proof method. We rst show that no unitary transformation can do quantum ampli cation detection 1 : that is, signi cantly increase the amplitude on detection of a small amplitude basis state.
Our proof then assumes, for sake of contradiction, the existence of a method for IFS for appropriate choice of parameters ; 0 ; and proceeds by transforming the given ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system into a single unitary transformation that does quantum ampli cation detection, which we have already proved cannot be done.
Organization of this Paper
In Section 1, we discuss previous work, our new results, and the organization of our paper. In Section 2, we give preliminary de nitions. In Section 3, we prove that ampli cation detection of quantum amplitudes is generally not possible by use of unitary transformations. In Section 4, we give a precise mathematical de nition of a quantum sensing system, and in particular of IFM and IFS. As an example, we use our de nition to describe the IFM method of KWZ 95]. We also discuss applications of IFS to decreasing I/O bandwidth. In Section 5, we show that IFS implies a method for quantum ampli cation detection. Hence we conclude that IFS cannot be done by use of unitary transformations. Section 6 concludes the paper. In Appendix I (Section 7), we give a proof of the initialization of certain unitary transformations for our simulation of sensing.
Preliminary De nitions
The magnitude of a complex number z is denoted jzj and the intensity the square of its magnitude. Hereafter in this paper, we assume a xed orthonormal basis to describe the states via superpositions. We use the term basis state to denote a member of this particular chosen orthonormal basis, and use the Dirac notation jsi to designate a basis state. Each quantum system considered in this paper is assumed to have a (possibly in nite) set of basis states S. At a given time, the superposition state of the quantum system is a linear superposition of basis states given by a mapping from S to the complex numbers, such that 1 = P jsi2S j (s)j 2 ; that is the intensities of the amplitudes of all the elements of S sum to 1. Each basis state jsi 2 S is thus assigned by a complex number (s) which we call its amplitude. The Dirac sum notation P jsi2S (s)jsi is used to denote a linear superposition of basis states. The sum P jsi2S j (s)j 2 of the intensities of the amplitudes of the elements of S remain invariant due to the application of a unitary transformation 2 .
As in the IFM apparatus of the paper KWZ 95], we assume the observation of the nal output of the quantum system triggers a quantum projection (also sometimes known as a quantum collapse) to a single output basis state, chosen with probability equal to the intensity of its output amplitude. (This assumption does not limit the generality of our results, since Bernstein and Vazirani BV 93, BV 97] showed that all observation operations can be pushed to the end of the computation, by repeated use of a quantum XOR gate construction.) 1 Brassard et al BH 98, BHT 98] show that quantum ampli cation is possible if a small amplitude basis state always exists, whereas in quantum ampli cation detection as de ned here, we also need to detect that a small amplitude basis state does not exist. Note also that the term quantum ampli cation has other de nitions in other distinct contexts (e.g., quadrature ampli cation, photon number ampli cation etc.), but the relation of quantum ampli cation and the uncertainty relation seems to have been well worked out in those other contexts only in the case where we do not also need to detect that a small amplitude basis state does not exist.
2 For example, a class of unitary matrices, known as permutation matrices, have exactly one 1 on every row and column, with all other entries 0. Also, the following 2 2 unitary matrices are sometimes known as rotation matrices:
We will frequently use their generalization to arbitrary size unitary matrices that have a submatrix which is a rotation matrix applied to a pair of basis states, and with the remaining portion of the transformation being an identity map on the other basis states. 
Figure 1: The unitary maps applied in Case CLEAR.
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Figure 2: The unitary maps applied in Case OBSTRUCTION.
Quantum Sensing Systems
Informally, a (quantum optical) sensing system is a quantum optical system that is able to determine if an obstructing body has been inserted at a given location into the system. One of the contributions of our paper is a mathematically precise de nition of this concept and of interaction-free sensing. This section shows any given quantum sensing system can be precisely speci ed by a sequence of unitary transformations of its individual quantum optical components.
A Precise Speci cation of a Quantum Sensing System
We will rst give a terse, but complete, de nition of an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system. This de nition will be motivated and explained in the subsection to follow.
De nition: An ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system, for 0 < 0 and 0 < 1 ; 1 is a sequence of n unitary transformations U 1 ; : : : ; U n+1 over the amplitudes of a basis state set S such that:
S contains as a subset distinguished basis states fjs INITIAL i; js OUTPUT ig fjs sense;j i; js absorb;j ijj = 1; : : : ; ng. For j = 1; : : : ; n + 1, each U j provides an identity map on the basis states js absorb;1 i; : : : ; js absorb;n i. For j = 1; : : : ; n, each P j is a unitary permutation that maps the basis states js sense;j i and js absorb;j i into each other (thereby interchanging the amplitudes of js sense;j i and js absorb;j i), and provides an identity mapping on all the other elements of S.
In the initial superposition, the amplitude of js INITIAL i is 1 and the amplitude of all other elements of S is 0. Case CLEAR (see Figure 1 ):
{ If we apply the sequence of unitary maps: U j , for j = 1; : : : ; n + 1, then the intensity of the nal amplitude of js OUTPUT i is , and { the sum P n j=1 j j j 2 is upper bounded by 0 , where each j is the amplitude of js sense;j i just before the jth stage.
Case OBSTRUCTION (see Figure 2 ): { If we apply the sequence of unitary maps: U j immediately followed by P j , for j = 1; : : : ; n, and nally apply U n+1 , then the intensity of the nal amplitude of js OUTPUT i is 1 ? . { The sum P n j=1 j 0 j j 2 is upper bounded by 1 , where each 0 j is the amplitude of js sense;j i just before the jth stage.
Comparison between IFS and IFM
Recall that we have de ned IFM and IFS as follows:
A method for IFS provides for the design of an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system, given any for arbitrarily small ; 0 ; 1 > 0, (e.g., by appropriately choosing a large enough number of sensing stages n). Observe that IFM imposes:
{ an upper bound on 1 (that is, there is no upper bound on the intensity to do the sensing if the obstructing body is present), but { no upper bound on 0 (that is, there is no upper bound on the intensity to do the sensing if the obstructing body is not present). A method for IFM provides for the design of an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system for some 0 > 0, for any arbitrarily small ; 1 > 0. In contrast, observe that IFS imposes:
{ an upper bound on both 1 and 0 (that is, there is an upper bound on the intensity to do the sensing whether or not the obstructing body is present).
Physical Explanation of our De nition of a Quantum Sensing System
This subsection will provide a detailed physical explanation of our terse mathematical de nition of ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system, as given in subsection 4.1 (and this will be followed in the next subsection by an example of how it can used to model an experimental quantum optical system). Each part of our de nition will be motivated and precisely formulated from the perspective of our intended quantum optical sensing applications of IFS, in particular to decreasing the input/output (I/O) bandwidth. (Also, more recently, P. Gacs G 98] has developed a similar mathematical formulation of sensing systems.)
The State Set S and Their Initial Amplitudes. We assume the sensing system is always provided a single input photon, and to denote this, we use the unique, distinct initial basis state js INITIAL i of unit amplitude in the initial superposition. We assume the optical devices of the quantum sensing system are not modi ed by this photon. Thus, the other basis states of the quantum sensing system simply provide the subsequent possible locations for this photon within the sensing system. We de ne S to be a (possibly in nite size) set of basis states, which are positions of the photon within the quantum sensing system. Let us enumerate the elements of S in some (arbitrary) xed order. Thus, unitary transformations on the amplitudes of the elements of S can be speci ed by unitary matrices 3 (which will be in nite dimensional if jSj is in nite).
Enumerating the elements of S in the chosen xed order, in the initial superposition we represent the amplitudes of the basis states by a (possibly in nite) jSj-vector 0 , where the initial basis state js INITIAL i has amplitude 1 and all elements of S have amplitude 0. In Dirac notation, 0 gives 1js INITIAL i.
The Unitary Transformations of the Quantum Optical Components. Any quantum optical system must be speci ed by a sequence of unitary transformations (i.e., unitary matrices), done by the sequence of individual quantum optical components of their system. We assume the sensing system uses a xed number n of sensing stages (de ned by unitary permutation matrices). Strictly between each sensing stage, there are xed unitary transformations, done by a sequence of xed quantum optic components of the system. Thus, if an obstructing body has been inserted into the system, it does not change or modify the individual quantum optical components 4 and instead obscures the channels at speci ed locations between consecutive quantum optical components. (Note that the obscuring object is assumed not to be a quantum object.)
For each j = 1; : : : ; n let U j be the unitary transformation done strictly between the j ?1 and jth sensing stage, and for j = n + 1 let U j be the unitary transformation done strictly after the nth sensing stage (that is, there is no sensing done via U j ). Note that none of these unitary transformations U j are a ected by the case of insertion of an obstructing device, since there is no sensing done strictly between sensing stages. Also note that to explicitly specify the sensing system, each U j must be further speci ed by a product of a sequence of unitary transformations, corresponding to the individual quantum optical components, used strictly between the j ? 1 and jth sensing stage for 1 j n, or used strictly after the nth sensing stage for j = n + 1.
The Unitary Transformations Done on Sensing Stages. We also need to specify the unitary transformations done on each sensing stage. There are two cases:
1. CLEAR: the obstructing body has not been inserted into the system, 2. OBSTRUCTION: the obstructing body has been inserted into the system. The unitary transformations done on sensing depend on these two cases. In case OBSTRUCTION, the obstructing body is always inserted into the system in the same way, forming obstructions in the same locations.
We de ne a unique, distinct basis state js sense;j i to denote the case of sensing for the obstructing body at a given xed location on the jth sensing stage. We also de ne a unique, distinct basis state js absorb;j i to denote the case of absorption of an input photon by an obstructing body on the jth sensing stage. In both cases CLEAR and OBSTRUCTION, the jth sensing stage does not change the amplitudes of any other elements of S other than js sense;j i and js absorb;j i.
In case CLEAR (where the obstructing body has not been inserted), the jth sensing stage does not change the amplitudes of any elements of S including js sense;j i and js absorb;j i. Thus, in case CLEAR, U j in case CLEAR for 1 j n, is exactly the unitary transformation done by the sensing system done just after the j ? 1 sensing stage up to and including the jth sensing stage, and for j = n + 1, U j is the unitary transformation done just after the nth sensing stage. Also in case CLEAR (since the obstructing body has not been inserted), we require that the input photon can never reach an absorbing basis state js absorb;j i (whereas in case OBSTRUCTION, the input photon may possibly reach an absorbing basis state js absorb;j i). Thus, we require that each U j provide an identity map on basis states js absorb;1 i; : : : ; js absorb;n i.
On the other hand, the case OBSTRUCTION (where the photon is absorbed by the obstructing body on the jth sensing stage), is represented by a transition from js sense;j i to js absorb;j i. This case of absorption is irrevocable and only may happen in case OBSTRUCTION. (For simplicity and since it is not used by the proposed method of KWZ 95], we do not allow a more general scheme where the obstructing body could alter the state of the photon instead of absorbing it.) Hence the jth sensing stage is given by a unitary permutation matrix P j that maps the states js sense;j i and js absorb;j i into each other (thereby interchanging the amplitudes of js sense;j i and js absorb;j i), and provides an identity mapping on all other elements of S. Thus, case OBSTRUCTION, for 1 j n;, U 0 j = P j U j (that is, U j followed by P j ) is the unitary transformation done just after the j ? 1 up to and including the jth sensing stage, and for j = n + 1, U 0 n+1 = U n+1 is the unitary transformation done just after the nth sensing stage.
The Input-Output Unitary Transformation. The unitary transformation by the ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system, up to and including the j stage, written in matrix notation, is T j = U j U j?1 : : : U 2 U 1 in case CLEAR, and is T 0 j = U 0 j U 0 j?1 : : : U 0 2 U 0 1 in the case OBSTRUCTION. We conclude that the total input-output unitary transformation is T n+1 = U n+1 U n : : : U 2 U 1 in case CLEAR, and is T 0 n+1 = U 0 n+1 U 0 n : : : U 0 2 U 0 1 in the case OBSTRUCTION. Viewing each of the unitary transformations as matrix products, we can determine the amplitudes of the elements in S just after the jth sensing stage from the vector T j 0 in case CLEAR and by T 0 j 0 in case OBSTRUCTION.
The Output Parameters of a Sensing System. The additional basis state js OUTPUT i is intended to indicate the case OBSTRUCTION. Fix some reals ; 0 ; 1 where 0 < 0 and 0 < ; 1 < 1 (note that 0 may be above 1, due to repeated sensing). We formally de ne an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system to be a quantum optical sensing system that (a) determines, with likelihood 1 ? , if an obstructing body has been inserted at a given locations into the system, and furthermore to do this, (b) sends only a fraction 0 ; 1 of the input intensity to the locations of the obstructing body in cases CLEAR, OBSTRUCTION, respectively. By (a), in case CLEAR, the intensity of the amplitude of js OUTPUT i just after the nal n + 1th stage is . Also, by (a), in case OBSTRUCTION, the intensity of the amplitude of the basis state js OUTPUT i just after the nal n + 1th stage is 1 ? . Thus, the ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system provides output as follows. We make (as 
The IFM method of KWZ95]
We now brie y explain how the experimental quantum optical system of KWZ 95] for IFM can be described in our mathematical formulation of quantum sensing systems (we thank Shor for his assistance here), and also explain why it is not a IFS system.
In their system, a photon is sent through a series of optical devices in n stages of sensing (see the excellent illustrations given in KWZ 96] for a visualization of the path of the photon). S consists of the set fjs INITIAL i; js OUTPUT ig fjs sense;j i; js absorb;j ijj = 1; : : : ; ng of distinguished basis states of the photon, as described in the previous subsection. (Note: the quantum optical system of KWZ 95] happens to use polarization to encode certain basis states, but the details of the actual encoding of basis states is not critical to our discussion here.) In the initial superposition, the amplitude of js INITIAL i is 1 and the amplitude of all other elements of S is 0. This models how a single photon initially enters the system with the basis state js INITIAL i. { it applies a unitary permutation that maps the basis states js INITIAL i and js OUTPUT i into each other (thereby interchanging the amplitudes of js INITIAL i and js OUTPUT i), { then uses R to map the pair of basis states js OUTPUT i; js sense;1 i to the pair of basis states js OUTPUT i; js sense;1 i, (thereby mapping the pair of amplitudes of js OUTPUT i; js sense;1 i to the pair of amplitudes of js OUTPUT i; js sense;1 i), and { provides an identity map on all other basis states.
For j = 2; : : : ; n each U j is a unitary matrix which is composed as follows:
{ it applies a unitary permutation that exchanges the basis states js sense;j?1 i and js sense;j i (thereby interchanging the amplitudes of js sense;j?1 i and js sense;j i), { then uses R to map the pair of basis states js OUTPUT i; js sense;j i to the pair of basis states js OUTPUT i; js sense;j i (thereby mapping the pair of amplitudes of js OUTPUT i; js sense;j i to the pair of amplitudes of js OUTPUT i; js sense;j i), and { provides an identity map on all other basis states.
U n+1 is the identity matrix that provides an identity map on all basis states. (Note: U n+1 was included in our formulation of a quantum sensing system to allow for more generality, although in this particular method U n+1 does nothing.)
As described in detail in the previous subsection, the P j matrices are used to model absorption in the case of OBSTRUCTION. Again, by our de nition of quantum sensing systems: P j is a unitary permutation that maps the states js sense;j i and js absorb;j i into each other (thereby interchanging the amplitudes of js sense;j i and js absorb;j i), and provides an identity mapping on all the other elements of S. This completes our description of how we model the optical components of the quantum optical system of KWZ 95]. After the nal stage, the amplitude of js OUTPUT i is observed. It is easy to verify that this is an IFM system:
In case CLEAR:
{ If we apply these sequence of unitary maps: U 1 ; : : : ; U j , then since (R ) j = R j , it follows that the amplitudes of js OUTPUT i; js sense;j i are cos(j ); sin(j ). Hence, after the nth stage, the amplitude of js OUTPUT i is cos( =2) = 0, and so after we apply U n+1 , the intensity of the nal amplitude of js OUTPUT i is 0. Hence, the system indicates that it has detected that there is no obstacle by outputing a photon which is not in basis state js OUTPUT i.
Case OBSTRUCTION:
{ If we apply the sequence of unitary maps: U j immediately followed by P j , for j = 1; : : : ; n, then after each j stage, the amplitude of js OUTPUT i is (cos ) j , and so after we nally apply U n+1 , the intensity of the nal amplitude of js OUTPUT i is (cos ) 2n 1 ? O (1) e ?c=n 1 ? c=n). Hence, the system indicates that it has detected that there is an obstacle by outputing (with high likelihood) a photon in basis state js OUTPUT i. { The sum, for j = 1; : : : ; n, of the intensities of the amplitude of js sense;j i just before the jth sensing stage, is 1 n(sin ) 2 O(1=n) (since sin O( ) O(1=n)), which can be made arbitrarily small for a large enough n. This bounds the likelihood of absorption of the photon. Also in case CLEAR, it is easy to verify that the sum, for j = 1; : : : ; n, of the intensities of the amplitude of js sense;j i just before the jth sensing stage, is 0 = P n j=1 (sin(j )) 2 c 0 n; for a constant c 0 > 0. Hence, due to the repeated sensing on the stages, 0 grows linearly with n, and so the method of KWZ 95] is certainly not an IFS system. However, this method of KWZ 95] is only a single quantum optical system. Might another quantum optical system exist that simultaneously has has small ; 0 , and 1 ? That is impossible, since the next Section 5 will prove that in fact, there can be no IFS system.
The Reduced Bandwidth for I/O
A quantum optical method for IFS may be used to do I/O, as follows. We can assume w.l.o.g. that the I/O is originally bit serial (if it is in fact k-bit parallel, then the sensing system is simply replicated k times), using a conventional optical or electronic I/O method, without the use of quantum e ects. The receiver uses an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system to obtain the data from the sender bit by bit in serial fashion. The cost of sensing a bit is charged the same, whether or not it is 0 or 1. Let us also assume w.l.o.g., that the CLEAR case is used to encode the bit 0 and the OBSTRUCTION case is used to encode the bit 1. Then when we transmit a 0 bit by use of the IFS system, the probability of actually sending the 0 bit over the I/O channel (i.e., of sensing in the CLEAR case) is reduced to 0 . Also, when we transmit a 1 bit by use of the IFS system, the probability of actually sending the 1 bit over the I/O channel (i.e., of sensing in the OBSTRUCTION case) is reduced to 1 . Hence, the probability of sending each bit over the I/O channel is reduced by a multiplicative factor of at least max( 0 ; 1 ) by use of the sensing system. Thus I/O bandwidth is reduced by a multiplicative factor of max( 0 ; 1 ) of the bandwidth required for conventional I/O. 5 A Quantum Sensing System That Implies Quantum Ampli cation Detection
Assumptions of the Reduction
For the sake of contradiction, we now assume an ( ; 0 ; 1 )-sensing system, for 0 < 0 < 1=2 and 0 < < 1. provide amplitude 0 to all other elements of b S. (Note that the total input intensity in these cases is > 1; later we will lower this total input intensity to 1). Thus, in Dirac notation, b 0 gives 1 js POWER i +0js TEST i, and b 1 gives 1 js POWER i + p 2 0 js TEST i. Note that in b 0 (and also in b 1 ), the sum of the intensities of the amplitudes do not sum up to 1; but the amplitudes will later be renormalized by Lemma 5.3.
The Initialization of Unitary Transformations for Simulation of Sensing
In Appendix I (Section 7), we prove a technical lemma:
Lemma 5 
The New Unitary Transformations Between and During Sensing stages
For each j = 1; : : : ; n + 1, let U j be the unitary transformations of the quantum optical components of the given sensing system (as de ned in subsection 4.3). Also, let b U j be derived from U j by extending the transformation to the amplitudes of the elements of b S; this is done by de ning the transformations on the amplitudes of b S ? S to be identity maps. For each j = 1; : : : ; n, let Q j be the unitary transformation, reversing the amplitudes of basis states js sense;j i; js test;j i, as de ned by the unitary permutation matrix 0 1 1 0 : 6 Conclusion Our research was motivated by the potential applications of IFS to lower the I/O bandwidth in computer systems and related applications in complexity theory.
There are some further possible extensions of our work. In this paper, we have assumed a quantum projection (also sometimes known as a quantum collapse) is done after the nal nth sensing stage, via observation of the output basis state. This su ces to provide a disproof of IFS, which is the main goal of our paper. However, Bernstein and Vazirani BV 93, BV 97] showed that all observation operations can be pushed to the end of the computation, by repeated use of a quantum XOR gate construction. Thus implies that our proof extends to allow a quantum projection to be done on earlier stages as well, thus ruling out an even larger class of proposals for IFS.
For simplicity in our formulation, we assumed the entering photon was either absorbed or not absorbed by the apparatus, and do not allow for a more general scheme where the obstructing body could alter the state of the photon instead of absorbing it. (Such a scheme was not used by the IFM method of KWZ 95] .)
It is an open question whether this scheme is of bene t, or whether our impossibility proof techniques can be extended to this scheme.
Subsequent to this paper, two interesting (but less direct) possible alternative proofs of our impossibility result for quantum ampli cation detection have been suggested to us. One of these alternative proofs would use a reduction from a well known result that proves instantaneous communication is not possible by a quantum system. This alternative proof would show that if quantum ampli cation detection were possible, then it would enable instantaneous communication across arbitrarily large distances. Another alternative proof would use a reduction to EPR. For general n > 2, the weighted quantum coin ip can be constructed by a series of appropriately de ned 2 2 weighted quantum coin ips.
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